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1 November 2018 
Dear Minister, 

 Scotland’s colleges 2018 

At its meetings on 13 September 2018 and 4 October 2018, the Public Audit and 

Post-legislative Scrutiny Committee took evidence on the Auditor General for 

Scotland’s report, Scotland’s colleges 2018.  Following the evidence session on 4 

October, the Committee agreed to write to you to seek clarification about lines of 

responsibility in respect of the performance of individual colleges and their use of 

funding.  

For example, the Committee heard from Paul Johnston, Director-General, Education 

Communities and Justice, that he has responsibility for ensuring that the Scottish 

Funding Council’s (SFC) strategic direction is aligned with the priorities of the 

Scottish Government and that the SFC has the necessary controls in place to 

safeguard public funds.1 The Committee also heard from Paul Johnston that the SFC 

is accountable for the delivery of Scottish Government policy objectives, the 

deployment of resources to deliver them and for the associated planning and risk 

management.2 

The Committee is aware that individual colleges publish outcome agreements (OAs) 

setting out their priority outcomes on how they will use the funding received from the 

SFC to meet the Scottish Government’s strategic priorities. However, it is not clear to 

the Committee who is ultimately responsible for monitoring how colleges perform 

against the OAs. 
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In his evidence to the Committee on 4 October, Dr John Kemp from the SFC stated 

that senior college management and boards “...have responsibility for running their 

colleges efficiently. When we are concerned about inefficiency of any kind we 

discuss that with the college board and its senior management.”3  

The Committee also heard from Dr Kemp that, through the OAs and the SFC’s work 

with Education Scotland, the SFC looks very closely at how effectively the money is 

being spent by colleges and if they are meeting the skills needs of the local area and 

whether they are delivering what students want.4   

When asked how close the SFC’s guidance on financial forecasts is to an 

“instruction”, Dr Kemp told the Committee that college boards have responsibilities to 

manage their own finances and that while the SFC issues very specific guidance, the 

SFC did not wish to go “too far down the line of instruction”. He explained that 

colleges which chose to “treat” particular things things differently to that of the 

guidance would be asked to explain why. However, Dr Kemp explained that colleges 

are independent bodies and the SFC wants them to manage themselves and to be 

entrepreneurial.5 

The Committee would welcome clarification on where ultimate responsibility lies for 

the following— 

 monitoring the performance of colleges against the OAs; 

 monitoring the use of funds by individual colleges to ensure that they are 

being used to educate and support students and support the local economy; 

 addressing poor performance by individual colleges in the use of funds.    

I would be grateful if you could provide a response by 3 December 2018.  

 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Jenny Marra MSP 
Convener 
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